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The black Dahlia suffered a cruel childhood because of her shattered family, which made her flee home
and reach Los Angeles when she was in her early twenties driven by aA very beautiful young woman

was killed 70 years ago in Los Angeles, her murder remained unsolved, and because it was one of the
most mysterious crimes in history, a story was chosen for the films and chased by books in order to

uncover the mystery of this heinous crime to find out the real killer, and after all these years, a new book
It tracks down the murderer who committed this crime, which is also one of the most famous in

history.During the war it "adopted" hundreds of soldiers, sailors and airmen, including the young Ronald
Reagan. It also spied for the US government. However, there is no evidence that Elizabeth was a

lesbian and nothing connected her to Chung. &&&& new names By the 70th anniversary of the Dahlia
murder, many new suspects had been added to the list that was originally investigated by the police.

Journalist John Gilmour claimed to have identified the killer he said was Jack Anderson Wilson, a
homeless and insane person, with the journalist claiming that Jack "confessed" to the crime in a series of

interviews.It seems that her failure to achieve the desired success in the cinema, and the death of her
lover after his plane crash forced her to deviate, as some of her housemates indicated that she was like

a night girl out with people from the gangs scattered throughout the city.Guthrie had fallen under
suspicion because he had sent sexually explicit messages to a friend in California, with clippings from

New York newspapers reporting the gruesome murders.The nature of the disfigurement that occurred to
Elizabeth's body, especially the vertical knife wound from the pubic bone to the navel, prompted some
investigators to believe that the perpetrator was a gay person, and thus it was possible that Elizabeth

was killed by a jealous lover.&&& Killer Access: Gradually, as the puzzle pieces were pulled together, he
revealed what he believed to be the true identity of Elizabeth's killer: an unemployed and homeless

person named Leslie Dillon, who had killed her on the orders of Los Angeles businessman Mark
Hansen.&& heinous crime and movie: The police came at eleven in the morning to the scene of the

crime, to spark the discovery of the victim one of the largest stalking operations in history, especially
since the display of the corpse shook America.The murder of Elizabeth occurred shortly after the

showing of a famous movie called The Blue Dahlia, and Elizabeth had become accustomed to
wandering around in these times, wearing black clothes and hanging a rose in her charred black hair,
which prompted locals to name her the Black Dahlia flower, and because of her beauty, newspapers

picked her title She described her as the girl who gave birth to a legend.The main suspect in the murder
was a gay Chinese doctor from San Francisco named Margaret, or "Mam" Chung. The Chung Clinic was

a magnet for stars and gay people in the 1930s and treated many celebrities including actress and
singer Sophie Tucker. Chung often wore men's clothes and called herself "Mike."Suddenly, a lady named

Betty Persinger saw a cloud of flies buzzing on something on the sidewalk, and the lady approached to
take a closer look, and what she saw at first seemed to be a clothing store owner, but when she got

closer, she saw a young woman slashing her body in half.&&& ambiguity despite evidence: Shortly after
the discovery of Elizabeth's body, the editor of the Los Angeles newspaper received a mysterious phone

call in which the caller told him that he intended to send the contents of Elizabeth's handbag when she
died, and a few days later, a postal parcel arrived, containing, as the caller had promised, the contents of
Elizabeth's bag, with a note.And there are more high-profile suspects brought up by the writers, such as
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actor and director Orson Welles, mafia Jack Dragana and paper mogul Norman Chandler.The police
received numerous messages that the senders claimed had killed her, but considered them all attempts

to mislead.However, when the case was delved into the most recent book - through hundreds of
documents disclosed by the FBI and Los Angeles area attorneys, along with contemporary newspaper
reports - these names were not related to the crime, instead, there was another name.Hasna was very
beautiful, with her graceful figure, green eyes and charred black hair, but she did not possess the talent

as some people think.It seems that she became pregnant from one of her illegal relationships, and when
he asked her to abort the fetus, she refused, so he punished her in a way that indicated brutality and
revenge.Among them was a 29-year-old army corporal named Joseph Domis, who was found with

blood-stained pockets and her newspaper story.Hence, the beginning of an investigation into the most
heinous American murder, which the investigators could not solve.Among the contents sent by the

anonymous person, an address book of high-ranking figures in Hollywood, but the police refused to
reveal it. It was noted that a number of pages in the address book had been removed.&&& Confessions
without results: More than 500 people confessed to killing the Dahlia, to get their share of the fame that

Elizabeth was deprived of in her life.Another suspect is popular singer Woody Guthrie, who was
suffering from Huntington's disease.The corpse, for Mrs. Persinger, was of an unknown girl, but Mrs.
Persinger's phone call to the Los Angeles Police Department changed everything.It turns out that the

body belonged to Elizabeth Short, 22, a beautiful woman, who came to Hollywood from Massachusetts
to be a movie star, and ended up living the nightlife.A tormented childhood: dream of reaching

stardom.Within this context, I have reached important men in politics or law or in the criminal world and
artists.Domis was eventually deleted because he was in New Jersey 2,000 miles from the crime scene

when she was killed despite his claim that he killed Elizabeth.Then the surprise turned into an explosive
horror when she realized that she was not a model but a human body."This is Dalia's property," she

says.He was eventually disqualified, too, for the good reason that he was not in California at the time of
the crime.The author says: It became clear to me through research that the murder had solved, or was

very close to a solution."It's a follow-up message."Having so many friends made Elizabeth difficult for the
police job.&&&& Is the murderer a woman?According to the new book, perhaps the most bizarre point
taken by the police was that the Dahlia killer was a woman, not a man.But Wilson died in a hotel fire in
1982, and the interview tapes were never found.Or two names that have been in one way or the other

.constant contact with Elizabeth in the last days


